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(54) Coolant pump

(57) The invention refers to a coolant pump 10 for
pumping a coolant to an internal combustion engine. The
pump 10 is provided with a driving wheel 12 which is
driven by the combustion engine,
a pump wheel 16 which is driven by the driving wheel 12,
and
a switchable friction clutch 20 for coupling the driving
wheel 12 with the pump wheel 16.

The friction clutch (20) comprises:
An axial preload spring 40 preloading the clutch 20 into
a disengaged state with a preload force,
a permanent magnet 56 being magnetized axially or ra-

dially and causing an axial magnetic attraction force forc-
ing the friction clutch 20 into an engaged state, and
an electromagnet 22 arranged in a magnetic circuit to-
gether with the permanent magnet 56, the energized
electromagnet 22 acting with a polarization generating
an opposite polarization to the polarization of the perma-
nent magnet 56 thereby reducing the total magnetic at-
traction force of the permanent magnet 56 with respect
to the clutch 20, so that the clutch 20 is pushed by the
preload spring 40 into the disengaged position.

If the electromagnet fails, the clutch is engaged, so
that the pump is fail safe.
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Description

[0001] The invention refers to a mechanical combus-
tion engine coolant pump for pumping a coolant to an
internal combustion engine.
[0002] A mechanical coolant pump is a coolant pump
which is driven by the combustion engine, for example
by using a driving belt driving a driving wheel of the pump.
As long as the combustion engine is cold, only a minimum
or even no coolant flow is needed. Therefore, switchable
mechanical coolant pumps are used which are provided
with a clutch for coupling the driving wheel with the pump
wheel pumping the coolant. As long as the combustion
engine is cold, the clutch is disengaged so that the cir-
culation of the coolant is in minimized or stopped, with
the result that the combustion engines warming is speed-
ed up.
[0003] A common type of clutch is the mechanical fric-
tion clutch which is actuated by an electromagnet. If the
electromagnet is energized, it attracts an opposite friction
disk of the clutch to engage the two friction disk’s. If the
electromagnet fails, the clutch remains in the disengaged
state so that a sufficient coolant circulation is not guar-
anteed and a serious damage of the combustion engine
can appear.
[0004] It is an object of the invention to provide a fail-
safe combustion engine coolant pump with a electrome-
chanically switched friction clutch.
[0005] This object is solved with a combustion engine
coolant pump with the features of claim 1.
[0006] The coolant pump is provided with a switchable
friction clutch for coupling the driving wheel with the pump
wheel. An axial preload spring preloads the clutch into a
disengaged state with a preload force. A permanently
magnetized magnet causes an axial magnetic attraction
force to force the clutch into an engaged state. When
electromagnet is arranged in a magnetic circuit together
with the permanent magnet. When the electromagnet is
energized, the electromagnet acts with a polarization op-
posite to the polarization of the permanent magnet so
that the magnetic attraction force of the permanent mag-
net is reduced or compensated so much that the clutch
is pushed by the preload spring into the disengaged po-
sition.
[0007] If the electromagnet is not energized, the clutch
remains or is switched into the engaged state because
the permanent magnet is pulling the two friction plates
of the clutch against the spring force of the preload spring
together. If the electromagnet fails, the clutch remains or
is switched into the engaged state so that the pump wheel
is connected to the driving wheel and the coolant is ac-
tively pumped and circulated. If the preload spring is bro-
ken, the pump is always driven in the engaged state be-
cause a minimal attraction force of the permanent mag-
net remains. As a consequence, the coolant pump is ab-
solutely failsafe.
[0008] According to a preferred embodiment, the at-
traction force of the permanent magnet is higher than the

preload force of the preload spring, if the electromagnet
is not energized and the clutch is in the disengaged state.
If the clutch is in the disengaged state and the electro-
magnet is not energized, the effective attraction force of
the permanent magnet has to be high enough to switch
the clutch into an engaged state against the preload force
of the preload spring.
[0009] According to another preferred embodiment of
the invention, the permanent magnet is fixed to the driving
wheel. Generally, the permanent magnet can also be a
stationary part which is not rotating. If the permanent
magnet is fixed to the driving wheel, the number of mag-
netic gaps which weaken the engaging attraction force
of the permanent magnet can be reduced to a minimum.
If the permanent magnet is provided directly at the driving
wheel and the driving wheel is forming one of the two
friction plates of the friction clutch, the attraction force of
the permanent magnet with respect to the pump wheel
sided friction plate of the clutch is maximized.
[0010] Preferably, the electromagnet is fixed to a sta-
tionary pump frame. The stationary pump frame can be
a pump housing as well. However, the electromagnet is
a stationary and non-rotating part of the pump. As a con-
sequence, the electrical connection of the electromagnet
is simple and durable.
[0011] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention the clutch is provided with a first friction disk at
the side of the driving wheel and with a second friction
disk at the side of the pump wheel. The pump wheel sided
friction disk is preloaded by the preload spring. The
preload spring is a cup-like spring holding the pump
wheel-sided friction disk. The cup-like preload spring has
not necessarily the form of a closed ring but can be
formed by two or more radial spring arms, as well. With
the pump wheel sided friction disk is a ring body which
corresponds with the friction ring of the pump wheel.
[0012] According to a preferred embodiment, the ring
body of the pump wheel sided friction disk is made out
of a ferromagnetic material which interacts with the per-
manent magnet at the driving wheel side.
[0013] According to a preferred embodiment, the per-
manent magnet is a ring body, not a cylinder body, and
is axially magnetized, not radially magnetized.
[0014] Preferably, the electromagnet is provided with
a ring-like exciting coil which generates a toroidal elec-
tromagnetic field when excited. In addition, the back iron
body is provided to lead the electromagnetic field gener-
ated by the electromagnet to the permanent magnet to
effectively reduce or compensate the attraction force of
the permanent magnet with respect to the pump wheel
sided friction disk.
[0015] According to a preferred embodiment the axial
projection of the exciting coil overlaps the permanent
magnet ring body. This arrangement makes it possible
that the electromagnetic field generated by the exciting
coil effectively reduces or compensates the permanent
attraction force of the permanent magnet with respect to
the pump wheel sided friction disk.
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[0016] According to a preferred embodiment, the driv-
ing wheel is a pulley for a driving belt which is driven by
the internal combustion engine.
[0017] An embodiment of the invention is described in
more detail below with reference to the drawing:
[0018] Figure 1 shows a section of a combustion en-
gine coolant pump in perspective view, with a mechanical
friction clutch actuated by an electromagnet.
[0019] The figure 1 shows a longitudinal section of a
switchable coolant pump 10 which is driven by an internal
combustion engine (not shown) and is pumping a liquid
coolant through the coolant channels of the combustion
engine block (not shown).
[0020] The coolant pump 10 is provided with a driving
wheel 12 with a pulley 13 for a driving belt 14, a pump
wheel 16 supported by a rotating shaft 18 and a friction
clutch 20 which is switched by an electromagnet 22. The
friction clutch 20 in the engaged state connects the driv-
ing wheel 12 with the pump wheel 16.
[0021] The rotatable driving wheel 12 is U-shaped in
cross section and consists of a ferromagnetic material,
whereby the open side of the driving wheel 12 is orien-
tated axially to the pump wheel 16. The radially outside
leg 13 of the U-shaped driving wheel 12 is the cylindrical
pulley 13, the radially inside leg 15 is a cylinder as well
and is supported by an outside roller bearing 24 which
is supported at the outside of a cylinder part 26 of a sta-
tionary pump frame 28. The two driving wheel legs 13,
15 are connected by the radial ring-like bar 36. The driv-
ing wheel 12 is made in one piece.
[0022] The rotating shaft 18 is supported by an inside
roller bearing 30 which is supported at the inside of the
cylinder part 26 of the pump frame 28. The pump frame
28 is fixable to the combustion engine block (not shown).
The rorating shaft 18 is sealed against the pump frame
28 by a shaft sealing 17.
[0023] The friction clutch 20 consists of a friction disk
32 supported by the shaft 18 and an opposite friction disk
34 formed by the axial outside (distal) surface of the radial
bar 36 connecting the two legs 13, 15 of the driving wheel
12. The pump wheel sided friction disk 32 consists of a
hub body 38 which is fixed to the shaft 18, a preload disk
spring 40 fixed to the hub body 38, a friction ring body
44 of ferromagnetic material and three elastical connec-
tors 42 elastically connecting the disk spring 40 with the
friction ring body 44. The preload spring 40 axially
preloads or biases the friction ring body 44, and therefore
the clutch 20, into a disengaged state.
[0024] Inside the ring-like space enclosed by the U-
shaped driving wheel 12, an electromagnetic unit 50 is
provided which consists of an electromagnet 22 being
fixed to the pump frame 28, two back irons 52, 54 made
of a ferromagnetic material and the permanent magnet
56 in form of a ring body 58 which is axially magnetized.
[0025] The electromagnet 22 consists of a ring-like ex-
citing coil 60 which generates a toroidal electromagnetic
field when the electromagnet 22 is energized with DC.
The back irons 52, 54 are formed so as to lead the elec-

tromagnetic field generated by the electromagnet 22
along the permanent magnet 56 in a way that causes a
reduction or a compensation of the magnetic field and of
the magnetic force generated by the permanent magnet
56 with respect to the friction ring body 44.
[0026] When the electromagnet 22 is energized with
DC, it generates an electromagnetic field with a constant
polarization which acts against the polarization of the
magnetic field generated by the permanent magnet 56.
As a result, the total axial magnetic force is reduced so
much that the disengagement force of the disk spring 40
is higher than the total (electro-) magnetic axial force of
the electromagnetic unit 50 so that the friction ring body
44 is forced into a disengaged position and state. The
ring body 44 remains in the disengaged state as long as
the electromagnet 22 is energized. As soon as the elec-
tromagnet 22 is not energized, the total axial attraction
force of the electromagnetic unit 50 is identical with the
unweakend magnetic force of the permanent magnet 56,
and is so strong that the friction ring body 44 is pulled
into the engaged state against the disengagement force
of the preload spring 40.
[0027] If the electromagnet 22 fails, the friction clutch
22 engages or/and remains engaged so that the clutch
is fail safe.

Claims

1. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) for pumping
a coolant to an internal combustion engine, with
a driving wheel (12) which is driven by the combus-
tion engine,
a pump wheel (16) which is driven by the driving
wheel (12), and
a switchable friction clutch (20) for coupling the driv-
ing wheel (12) with the pump wheel (16),
characterized by
the friction clutch (20) comprising:

an axial preload spring (40) preloading the clutch
(20) into a disengaged state with a preload force,
a permanent magnet (56) being magnetized ax-
ially or radially and causing an axial magnetic
attraction force forcing the friction clutch (20) into
an engaged state, and
an electromagnet (22) arranged in a magnetic
circuit together with the permanent magnet (56),
the energized electromagnet (22) acting with a
polarization generating an opposite polarization
to the polarization of the permanent magnet (56)
thereby reducing the total magnetic attraction
force of the permanent magnet (56) with respect
to the clutch (20), so that the clutch (20) is
pushed by the preload spring (40) into the dis-
engaged position.

2. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) of claim 1,
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whereby the attraction force of the permanent mag-
net (56) is higher than the preload force of the preload
spring (40), if the electromagnet (22) is not ener-
gized.

3. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) of one of the
preceding claims, whereby the permanent magnet
(56) is fixed to the driving wheel (12).

4. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) of one of the
preceding claims, whereby the electromagnet (22)
is fixed to a stationary pump frame (28).

5. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) of one of the
preceding claims, whereby the clutch (20) is provid-
ed with a driving wheel sided friction disk (34) and a
pump wheel sided friction disk (32) preloaded by the
preload spring (40), and the preload spring (40) is a
cup spring holding the pump wheel sided friction disk
(32) being a ring body (44).

6. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) of one of the
preceding claims, whereby the wheel-sided ring
body (44) is made out of a ferromagnetic material.

7. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) of one of the
preceding claims, whereby the permanent magnet
(56) is a ring body (58) which is axially magnetized.

8. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) of one of the
preceding claims, whereby the electromagnet (22)
is provided with a ring-like exciting coil (60).

9. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) of claim 8,
whereby the axial projection of the exciting coil (60)
is overlapping the permanent magnet ring body (58).

10. Combustion engine coolant pump (10) of one of the
preceding claims, whereby the driving wheel (12) is
provided with a pulley (13) for a driving belt (14).
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